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SUMMARY 

 

Amedeo Modigliani (1884-1920) has personified the bohemian artist. But the 

mythology around his character conveys false ideas about his work and modern art. 

Based on an ongoing scientific study – and on the occasion of the centenary of his 

death – this film proposes to rediscover an artist whom we wrongly thought was well 

known to all. 

The different techniques have enabled us to obtain images of a confusing beauty and given 

us access to a painter's greatest intimacy: the underlying layers of his painting, the work in 

progress. 

 

LEGEND, MYTH AND ART MARKET 

There is a Modigliani paradox: although he is one of the most famous figures in modern 

art, he has left neither correspondence nor theoretical writings; for a long time, art 

historians and critics have paid very little attention to him. Yet nowadays some of his 

paintings reach stratospheric prices in auction rooms – the “Nu couché” or “Red Nude” 

(1917), was sold in 2015 at Christie's for more than 170 million dollars. 

The “bohemian” way of life, illness, death in the prime of life (35 years old) in 1920, and 

the defenestration of his partner Jeanne Hébuterne – 9 months pregnant and only 21 years 

old the day after her death – have become the building blocks of a modern myth 

according to which suffering generates genius. Thus was born the legend of the artist 

“Modi”. 

 

THE MOVIE 

 



If the “Buste de jeune femme” (“Bust of a Young Woman”, 1908) gives an 

impression of voluptuous sweetness, Modigliani's art is still in its infancy and his 

painting still carries the heavy influence of Cézanne or Lautrec, from whom the 

Italian will have to move away. 

In 1907, Modigliani met Dr. Alexandre, patron and protector, whose influence was 

crucial as he introduced him to the non-European arts of the Trocadero collections. 

He then embarked on a search for stylization, inspired by the purity of West African 

sculptures, the Cyclades, Khmer art and ancient Egypt, which he mixed with the 

idealization of beauty seen in Renaissance paintings such as Botticelli's and 

Giorgione's. These heterogeneous sources will provide him with a large and 

adaptable repertoire to achieve “universal beauty” in sculpture. Between 1908 and 

the First World War, Modigliani thought of himself as a sculptor first and foremost. 

 

Modigliani was in poor health: he suffered from tuberculosis and typhoid fever. 

When he fell seriously ill again in 1913, his friends raised money to allow him to go 

and rest in Italy. It was an opportunity for him to reconnect with a legacy that deeply 

marked his work: the masters of Quattrocento and Cinquecento. 

The declaration of War occurred at around the same time as his painful renunciation 

of sculpture. Since he was tubercular, Modigliani was not mobilized. 

While almost all the men had gone to fight in Flanders and the Meuse, Modigliani 

wallowed in solitude along the Montparnasse boulevard, between the bar “Closerie 

des Lilas” and the “Rotonde” restaurant. 

 

 

BACK TO THE MODEL 

In 1916, Modigliani met Jeanne Hébuterne. His paintings were not for sale and he 

refused to work for money, he devoted himself solely to his painting. His style 

evolved, his bodies lengthened and his colors became lighter. 

Under the Portrait of Lunia Czechowska (1917), radiography made another character 

appear, painted underneath. While his early paintings had been considered forever 

gone, we have now discovered that this was one of the very first portraits of 

Modigliani (1905-06) on which he “repainted” to save money. 

 

GUARDIAN ANGELS 

 

Art dealer Zborowski and collectors Dutilleul and Jonas Netter were guardian angels 

who accompanied the artist's great productivity in his last years, ensuring his 

material comfort. It was probably Zborowski who advised Modigliani to paint nudes, 

easier to sell than portraits of strangers, which do not interest foreign buyers. For the 

Italian it was a period of intense creativity since he designed a series of about 30 



nudes. 

Zborowski organized Modigliani's first solo exhibition at the Berthe Weill Gallery in 

December 1917, at the age of 33. Modigliani's only personal exhibition (during his 

lifetime) was unfortunately banned by the police for indecent exposure... 

His Nude on Sofa evokes one of the most famous nudes in Italian art, the Venus of 

Urbino by Titian (1538). 

 

 

Unfortunately, the artistic context was not favorable to these nudes, because modern 

artists were very critical of the more established academies. These paintings went 

against the trend of the futuristic Italian avant-garde, which states: “We fight against 

the nude in painting, as nauseating and boring as adultery in literature”. 

His personal conception of the nude combined a very traditional subject with a 

specifically modern vision of the female body, as it was free from any prudery. 

At the time virulent, debates about Modigliani's work have been put to rest – and the 

nudes have made his celebrity. Presumably, it is the contradiction between an 

unbridled life and a work that is on the contrary measured, overly formalized, that 

has aroused growing interest in Modigliani throughout this century. 



 

At the beginning of 1919, Modigliani painted landscapes. But these were exceptions: 

the rest of Modigliani's work was entirely devoted to the representation of people. 

 

 

 

On November 29, 1918, Jeanne gave birth to a little girl. 

 

In May 1919, when Modigliani participated in the “Exposition d'art français 1914-1918” 

(French Art Exposition) in London, he was finally recognized as one of the great artists 

of the “Ecole de Paris” (School of Paris) alongside Picasso, Matisse, etc. Some critics 

saw the “fruits of Renaissance Italian painting, inspired by Giorgione and Titian” in his 

nudes, while others thought that they would encourage prostitution – which only worked 

to fuel the painter's success. Knowing that he was sick, the English buyers rushed to 

speculate on his paintings’ value. 

The artist's last paintings are absolutely masterful. 

The analysis of the Portrait of Hanka Zborowska with her hands joined will 

determine whether it actually is from 1919, like the beautiful Woman with a Fan. In 

these two paintings, the form, the line, the transparency of the tones reach perfection. 

In the course of 1919, Modigliani painted many portraits of Jeanne. 

On January 18, 1920, Modigliani became bedridden; he died on Saturday, January 

24. Two days later, at dawn, on Monday, January 26, Jeanne committed suicide by 



throwing herself off the 5
th

 floor, while pregnant with their second child.

In Motherhood (1919?), we can admire deformations that remind us of Italian 

mannerism, like a final reminiscence of the Cinquecento that had such an impact on 

Modigliani's work. The scientific study will specify the dating by taking samples 

from the painting to confirm that the painting dates back to the end of 1919, which 

would then confirm that it is a portrait of Jeanne Hébuterne carrying their child. 

LAST “PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST BY HIMSELF” 

This 1919 self-portrait was long thought to be the only one, before the artist's face was 

uncovered behind the costume of Pierrot (1909). Modigliani seemed to paint a 

premonition, that of his own impending death. 

Perhaps Modigliani's greatest mystery lies in his portraiture, his unique way of capturing 

the model's secret. In this perspective, Modigliani joins the gallery of great portrait artists 

where he dialogues with Raphael, Titian, Rubens, Rembrandt, Velázquez, Delacroix and 

Courbet. 
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